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Abstract 
A solution of general relativity is presented that describes an Alcubierre [1] propulsion system in 
which it is possible to travel at superluminal speed while reducing the energy, by an arbitrary value. 
  Introduction:
Alcubierre [1] in 1994 proposed a solution of the equations of general relativity which provides the
only viable means to accelerate a spaceship up to superluminal velocities without using wormholes.
A problem was soon identified: Pfenning [4] showed that the required energy is comparable to the
total energy of the universe and that it is negative.We presented a way to reduce the amount of
energy, involved and its spacial distribution within the warp bubble.
Note: In the following we adopt the notation used by Landau and Lifshitz in the second volume
(“The Classical Theory of Fields”) of their well known Course of Theoretical Physics [12].
Computazion  with MAPLE 18,grTensor II.
1
We propose the use of the metric
 ds2=(1−v2 f ( x , y , z−k (t))2a (x , y , z−k (t ))2 )dt2+2v f ( x , y , z−k (t))a (x , y , z−k ( t)) dt dz−dx2−dy2−dz2       (1)
       or  in   implicit form:
                                    ds2=dt 2−[dz−v f (x , y , z−k (t ))a(x , y , z−k (t )) dt ]
2
−dx2−dy2                        (2)
        while Miguel Alcubierre  solutions [1] is: 
                      ds2=dt 2−[dz−v f (x , y , z−k ( t))dt ]2−dx2−dy2                                      (3)
                             and            dk (t)
dt
=v=const
        Einstein Equation:
                     Gik=8πG
c4
T ik     T ik  (energy-impulse tensor)  [12]                                            (4)
2
1  Computation of the negative energy in the Pfenning zone, its comparison with the Casimir 
effect (plane-parallel condenser).
   The energy is: 
                                        E=∫∫∫(−g )1/2 T tt dx3                                                     (5)
    where the triple integral extends over all the volume 
    and the energy density ρ is:
                                                   ρ=T tt=k G tt                                                              (6)
(g determinant of the spacial metric)  and k=c4/8πG .
 
 in  Alcubierre form:
                 ρ=T tt=k G tt=−k 1
4
v2 x
2+ y2
r 2
( ∂ h
∂ r
)
2
                                        (7)
                                               where h=h (r )= f (r )
a(r )
                        (8)
      and   k=c4/8πG ; c is the speed of  light and G is Newton's gravitational constant; 
                                          Gtt=−1
4
v2 x
2+ y2
r2
g (r )                                                       (9)
    where g (r ) is given by : 
                 g (r )=[ 1
a (r )2
( df (r )
dr
)
2
+( f (r )
2
a (r )4
)( da (r )
dr
)
2
−2 df (r )
dr
f (r )
a (r )3
da (r )
dr
]                    (10)
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1.1 The energy E in the Pfenning  (warped region) zone in our case (see [4] for an  example):
 The energy given by :
                                       E=−8π k v
2
32π ∫
x2+ y2
r 2
g (r)dx3                                         (11)
 
• 1)-inside the warp bubble f (r )=1 and a (r )=1
• 2)-outside the warp bubble f (r )=0 and a (r )=1
• 3)-within the Alcubierre warped region 0< f (r )<1 and a (r )≫1 they are (12),(13)
f (r ) is for all r (example):
f (r )=(1/2)(1−tanh @(r−R))   , (df /dr )2=(1/4)(@2/[(cosh @(r−R))4]) [14]  (12)
 a (r )  is   for all r (example):
                  a (r )=(2P) /[1+( tanh [@(r−R)])2]P P≫1  [14]                                 (13)
da (r) /dr=(−P)((1/2)[1+( tanh [@(r−R)])2])−(P+1)(@ tanh [@ (r−R)] /(cosh [@(r−R)])2)
(da (r )/dr)2=(−P )2((1 /2)[1+(tanh [@(r−R)])2 ])(−2(P+1))(@ tanh [@ (r−R)]/(cosh [@( r−R )])2)2
R   radius of the warp bubble
Equation (10) : g (r )=[ 1
a (r)2
( df (r )
dr
)
2
+( f (r)
2
a (r)4
)( da (r )
dr
)
2
−2 df (r )
dr
f (r )
a (r )3
da (r)
dr
]
                                                g (r )=g1(r)+g2(r )+g3(r )                                      (14)
                          g1(r )=
1
a(r )2
( df (r)
dr
)
2
=( 1
4
) @
2
a(r )2(cosh [@(r−R)])4
                  (15)
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                  g2(r )=(
f (r)2
a (r )4
)( da(r )
dr
)
2
(P @)2 (tanh [@ (r−R)])
2
a (r )2(cosh [@(r−R)])4
                 (16)
 g3(r)=−2
df (r)
dr
f (r )
a(r )3
da(r )
dr
−(P @2) tanh [@(r−R)]
a (r )2(cosh [@(r−R)])4
                             (17)   
   
    for   P=280 ,@=5000 , a (r )≫1 in Alcubierre warped region, the energy density is,for 
      equations  (15),(16),(17),and paper [11],[13],[14]: 
      
                         energy density=∣− k
4
v2 x
2+ y2
r2
g (r )∣≪1                                            (18)   
          in Alcubierre warped region.                                                                                                          
   
 And   if  R=100 m P=280  , @=5000 [14],in Alcubierre  warped region (there 
    is the source of esotic matter),the energy is,for equation (5): 
                  E=−8π k v
2
12 ∫
0
+∞
r2 g(r)dr            k=c4/8πG                                     (19)
    
and for the same values of the parameters shown above the Energy is:
                                                                 E−4 v210−87 joule                                             (20)
 energy is very small compared with Casimir effect (23).
And mass is :                                             m−4v2 10−104kg                                                (21)
If  R=100 m P=140  , @=5000 [14],in Alcubierre  warped region (there 
  is the source of esotic matter),the energy is:
                                 E−v2 10−7 joule                                                                                 (22)
energy is  compared with Casimir effect,with d=100 nm and L=1 m,equation (23).
5
    For possibly,esotic matter see also,example [16].
A modification of parameters P, @, in a(r) and for f (r), between those chosen, determines a greater or lesser 
reduction of the   energy density and the energy,with the same radius value R of the warp bubble  that 
contains the spaceship,and also changes the thickness of the warped region.
                                                                                                        
1.2 The energy U(d) between the two plates in a plane-parallel condenser in empty space, due 
to the Casimir effect, is:                                                 
                                                  U (d )=−π2[( h2π ) c720d3 ]L2                                               (23)
where d is the distance between the plates and L is the side of the square conducting plate. As can 
be seen, the energy is negative and this implies that the force (equal to the opposite of the derivative
with respect to d) is attractive, as has been experimentally found (”Lamoreaux” [15]). In the case 
d=1μm  and L = 1 m (L is chosen to be quite large, but not as large as the Pfenning zone) it is 
found that U (d )=−410−10 joule  .
Conclusions
 These calculations show that the modified Alcubierre propulsion system can achieve superluminal 
speeds,and  the  energy,can be  reduced by an arbitrary value in the Pfenning zone, warped region,
(source of  esotic matter) 
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